In what follows, I take naturalism to be a methodological prescription about how philosophical theories should relate to other branches of enquiry. Methodological naturalists urge that philosophical claims should a) be informed and constrained by the best scientific and empirical knowledge and b) should eschew claims about sources of information not so informed or constrained. In a naturalized discipline the arrows of justification and constraint between claims and theories are reciprocal.
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The closure assumption receives its clearest expression in transcendental phenomenology, which takes the epoché or "bracketing" of naturalistic assumptions 1 For example, speculations about the physical basis of conscious experience are frequently held to be irrelevant to describing "how it feels". The closure assumption implies that a neural network model explaining how our experience of time is generated could throw no light on what that experience is like. Given closure we cannot need a theory to tell us what it is like. as a methodological axiom. If the epoché is possible, the arrows of epistemic pressure at most run from phenomenology to science. The phenomenologist can advise the cognitive scientist about what it means to say that the brain "is a thing" but no reciprocal wisdom can be forthcoming from cognitive science.
Like the naturalization claim, the normative claim for closure needs a justifying doctrine of evidence. Abstracting somewhat from the literature, one version of this is that phenomenological claims don"t have to be scientifically or theoretically-informed as long as the things they describe are pre-theoretically or "intuitively" given to the conscious subject.
This putative theory-independence seems to explain transcendental phenomenology"s claim to methodological priority. A theory can always be glossed with discrepant interpretations or ontologies, more than one of which may be empirically adequate. If there is no non-theoretical access to "the things themselves" one may reason, as Quine did, that ontology is relative to the translation manual we adopt under radical interpretation: a relativity applying recursively and without end.
The discipline of phenomenology suggests a way out of Quine"s labyrinth. If intuition obviates regress to a background theory, perhaps it will help us recover the authentic meaning of philosophical or scientific claims -including naturalism itself! 2
The claim that anything can be "given" or intuited this way is contestable since it has been extensively contested. Thus a positive gloss on "givenness" or "intuition" may cede ground to the anti-naturalist unecessarily.
Fortunately, we do not need a positive conception of intuition to understand its role in the debate between naturalists and anti-naturalists. "Intuition" can be a placeholder for whatever (real or imaginary) epistemic organ allows the phenomenological domain to serve as a yardstick for its description.
An anti-naturalistic phenomenology would be well founded, then, if its justifications were closed under appeal to intuition. The only legitimate challenge to a phenomenological description would be a better intuitings (Mohanty 1989, 11-12) .
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However, phenomenology would be closed in this way only if its domain were completely intuitable. If unintuitable (or "dark") phenomenology existed, its epistemological status would be as theoretically informed as that of the humanly unobservable universe. The criteria for evaluating theories of dark phenomenology would presumably those applying in other areas of empirical enquiry (instrumental efficacy, simplicity, explanatory unity within wider science).
At this point some phenomenologists might object that the dark side is just another posit of the natural attitude. Since it would self-evidently fall short of the ideal of intuitability, the hypothesis of dark phenomenology could be bracketed for purposes of phenomenological description.
However, the bracketing objection assumes that the dark domain is disjoint from the intuitable domain and does not impinge on it. I will call this the disjointness assumption.
I will consider some prima facie candidates. The first belong to the area of perceptual phenomenology: pitch, colour and timbre perception. The second (and arguably most conjoint of all) is the phenomenology of time.
Fineness of Grain
If intuiting supports the evaluation of phenomenological descriptions intuition must supply conceptual content. So intuition plausibly includes a recognitional component, for if we cannot recognize tokens of some type we are in no position to evaluate descriptions of it. It follows that any phenomenology which transcended our subjective recognitional powers would be "dark".
There is some empirical evidence for the dark domain. Diana Raffman has cited psychophysical work suggesting that the human capacity to discriminate musical pitch differences is more fine-grained than the human ability to identify or label pitch intervals (Raffman 1995, 294) .
According to Raffman, the take-home moral is that subjective identification runs up against a memory bottleneck. If the grain of the "memory schemas" that track phenomenal types are coarser than the underlying phenomenology some of that phenomenology will go unrecognized and unremembered (Ibid. 295-6).
In Being-No-One Thomas Metzinger uses Raffman"s account to motivate an argument against classic qualia. The classic quale is a simple, intrinsic, introspectable property. However, "Raffman qualia" -the simplest perceptual discriminations -cannot be introspected because they lack subjective identification conditions. Introspective concepts of classical qualia must, then, be reifications since maximally fine content fixations cannot be introspected conceptually.
What goes for introspection goes for intuition, only more so. There could be a nonconceptual form of introspection for all anyone knows. But if we cannot recognize or identify a perceptual nuance, it cannot supply a yardstick for its description. Rather, experience is "virtual" all the way down: "Qualities", he writes "are available in experience as possibilities, as potentialities, but not as givens" (Noë 2004, 135) .
Noë thinks that treating sensory qualities as virtual saves the idea that experience is conceptually articulated from granularity arguments. To perceive a perceptual quality is a quasi-conceptual act because each sensorimotor profile gives us a formula to demonstratively refer to any position in its quality space with descriptions such as "All blues lighter than the blue I currently see" However, this model is open to some objections.
Firstly, if the phenomenological domain includes Raffman qualia at some level then what entitles us to assume these are related in the same way as subjectively identifiable shades? Even if Raffman qualia were mereological parts of coarsergrained shades -surely a questionable assumption -this inference would commit 5 The presence of a just noticed difference can be established by asking a subject to adjust a stimulus until she judges its level to be the same as that of a reference stimulus. 6 For example, the enactivist might Hume from the consequences of the "missing shade of blue" by arguing that the relationship between a perceptual profile of a blue colour continuum to each of its constituent shades is a form of conceptual reference.
the fallacy of division. But since the part-whole relationship is supposedly nonintuitable, we cannot assume the uniformity of relation on the basis of phenomenology alone.
Secondly, debates over conceptualism and granularity often imply that our perception consists only of shades in continua structured by formal relations like pitch or brightness intervals.
But most perceptual contents are arguably of a more complex nature. For example, auditory timbre is a multi-dimensional quality that lacks the formulaic orderings usually attributed to colour or pitch continua. Timbres can be typed and analysed differently but these include some specification of the shape or "envelope" of a sound. The envelope is how a sound"s intensity changes over time. In music technology implementations derived from Vladimir Ussachevsky"s work in the 1960"s 7 the envelope is represented as the gradient of a sound"s attack, decay and sustain:
the speed at which it hits peak amplitude, decays from that peak and sustains the resultant of the decay segment.
While the classic ADSR envelope reflects the behaviour of natural resonators like percussed wood or metal many natural and synthetic timbres can have highly involuted shapes. Some sonic events are too involved to give the formulaic orderings Noë relies on. But since envelope and grain individuate distinct timbral qualities it must be possible for quality samples to underdetermine their qualitative extension leaving whole regions of their quality space inaccessible to demonstrative reference.
For example, while currently perceiving a complex sound we may anticipate that successive sounds will be of a general type without adumbrating those possibilities in any detail. Most listeners, I suspect, will distinguish an eight second sequence from Xenakis" pioneering "granular" composition Concret Ph and a loop that repeats a one second slice of it for eight seconds (ConcSequence.wav; ConcLoop.wav).
Hearing this first second isn"t the same as acquiring subjective identity conditions that would allow us to recognise the extra structure that distinguishes the nonlooped from the looped sequence.
So the virtual/occurrent distinction is orthogonal to the issue of closure. Raffman qualia might be temporally discrete content-fixations; or they might be dynamic entities such as state space trajectories or attractors. 8 Whichever model turns out right, the evidence for non-identifiable content fixations suggests that some perceptual "matter" falls outside the conceptual reach of sensorimotor profiles (if such there be) or memory schema (if such there be) or phenomenal concepts (if such there be).
Thus a persuasive case can be made for "dark" perceptual grains and involutes "nested" in the intuitable uplands of our phenomenology. If so, then a portion of its structure is not intuitively accessible and a solely "phenomenological" account of this sub-domain will be liable to mischaracterize it.
Dark Time
A case can also be made for claiming that the phenomenology of time is part of the dark sub-domain. If this is right, then the implications for phenomenology"s transcendental pretensions are devastating.
Temporality is a central ingredient in most phenomenological accounts of reality or transcendence. Husserl, for example, understands the objectivity of the empirical or physical thing as an excess over any of its temporally structured aspects.
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As with the case of Raffman qualia, committing this structure to the dark side would not entail its inaccessibility to other epistemic organs. However, if dark temporality were conjoint with the intuitable or subjectively accessible temporalities it would be a transcendent thing rather than a transcendental condition of thinging. There would be no reason to accord it a different epistemological or ontological status to rocks or cats.
8 That a perceptual content is not experienced as dynamic tells us nothing about the temporality of its vehicle (This is why enactivism is supposed to be such big news after all!) Neither, as Metzinger points out, is dynamism incompatible with stability: "Even if simple presentational content, for example, a current conscious experience of turquoise37, stays invariant during a certain period of time, this does not permit the introduction of phenomenal atoms or individuals. Rather, the challenge is to understand how a complex, dynamic process can have invariant features that will, by phenomenal necessity, appear as elementary, first-order properties of the world to the system undergoing this process" (Metzinger 2004, 94) . 9 ""The" thing itself is always in motion, always, and for everyone, a unity for consciousness of the openly endless multiplicity of changing experiences and experienced things, one"s own and those of others" (Husserl 1970, 164) .
Is there any reason to believe that temporality is dark? If one is a representationalist philosopher of mind there is every reason to be skeptical about its transcendental role since the contents a representation need never include its vehicle properties.
The temporal relationships and dynamic structure of a representation are properties of its vehicle not its content; thus there would be grounds for saying that representing the world in such a such a way confers special insight into the temporality of that representation.
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Of course naturalists, like phenomenologists, should be similarly disabused about the validity of representationalism. So the argument from representationalism suggests at most that first person insight into the temporality of mental life might be largely illusory. It is not liable to be persuasive to most anti-naturalists.
However, there may be reasons internal to phenomenology itself for considering theories of temporality as speculative metaphysics built on folk metaphysics. They concern the relationship between phenomenological ontology and the doctrine of evidence that motivates its closure. For where a phenomenological ontology transcends the plausible limits of intuition its interpretation would have to be arbitrated according to its instrumental efficacy, simplicity, and explanatory potential as well as its descriptive content.
We can get a schematic idea of how the Argument from Intuitive Overreach works for specific phenomenological ontologies by considering the ontological commitments of Husserl"s theory of temporality.
Husserl"s theory of temporality builds on the assumption that the content of our experience of objective succession depends upon the organization of subjective time.
He thinks this organization must be continuous and non-atomistic. Were each phase of my experience of a melody a temporal atom, how could I experience the melody as a persistent temporal object?
10 Moreover, if higher order representations can take the temporal/dynamic characteristics of representational vehicles as objects, there would be no reason to attach special cognitive status what is in effect the monitoring of one state of a biological system by another state of part of that system.
Husserl explains this by describing the experiential "now" in terms of three indissociable aspects of its intentional content: 1) an intending of the current phase of the object -for example the falling of the fourth to the third of the scale; 2) a "retention" or primary remembrance of the previous experience; 3) a "protension" which, as in Noë"s account, anticipates the content to come. Now, why might we consider this triple structure to be a speculative description of an intuition-transcendent object? Because, like the physical thing, the entity that Husserl describes has a structure that must exceed intuitability if it is to do its job.
The now or temporal source point, as Husserl claims, must be continuously modified into retention. Lacking continuity the operation would have gaps, as on the atomistic model.
However, every segment of a continuum is divisible into a further segment with the same non-discrete characteristics. Unless intuition can handle infinite complexityimplausible, given that even Xenakis" grain cloud is intractable for structural listening!-apprehending the structure of temporality appears as much as an endless task as the apprehension of a physical thing.
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So Husserl"s theory conflicts with its own doctrine of evidence. If the structure of time is too fine to be grasped with the organ of intuition then Husserl"s theory is at best a useful approximation that inadequately limns the ontology of subjective time.
Since temporality is integral to most phenomenological accounts, ontic underdetermination must infect almost all phenomenological accounts.
If phenomenology is incompletely characterized by phenomenology, though, it seems proper that methods of enquiry such as those employed by cognitive scientists should take up the interpretative slack. If phenomenologists want to understand what they are talking about, they should, it seems, adopt naturalistic attitude to their own discipline.
history of science. We could compare phenomenological claims based on intuition to studies in electromagnetism, thermodynamics or genetics whose interpretation is largely descriptive or instrumental rather than abstract or quantitative. When faced with abstract theoretical explanations of the phenomena that are more consilient with other areas of science there is typically a dialectical relationship whereby questions can be asked about the metaphysical and explanatory heft of either theory. Thus some philosophers claim that classical genetics is best understood as a body of instrumental claims about how to obtain certain phenotypes through breeding rather than an ontologically revealing account of the underlying structure of heredity. Clearly, there are other ways of allocating ontological significance here. Some might argue that classical genetics is superseded or "eliminated" by molecular genetics while others might claim that both theories track structures at different scales and refinements (()).
